D2L Tutorial for Students: View Quiz Feedback

If your professor is using the D2L Quizzes tool for quizzes and exams, they might be making available your grade or even more information after the quiz is graded. If so, you can access that by doing the following:

Within your D2L course, click “Quizzes.”

In the quizzes area, you should see “Feedback” to the right of the completed quiz. Click “On Attempt.”
It may be that only your overall grade is available (in the column on the right.) But if your professor indicated that you can see things like the quiz/exam questions, and your score for each, click the “Attempt” link on the left.

Different professors use the quizzes tool differently, so the information that's available, and when it's available, may vary from course to course.

1. Some professors make available quiz grades in the gradebook, as well.
2. Some professors might allow you to see only your overall score. Others might show you questions you answered wrong. Others may show you all questions. These options are decided by your professor.
3. Especially with multiple-choice quizzes, your professor might instruct D2L to auto-grade, and you may have your score soon after you complete a quiz. Other professors may take time to review quizzes or exams, and publish all scores later. Be patient.

If your professor has provided feedback on your answers to individual questions, you will see a link below the question and your answer:

View question 4 feedback

Click that to expand and read the professor's feedback.